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01. BELL, Major James. Letters from Wetzlar, written in 1817,
developing the authentic Particulars on which The Sorrows of
Werter are founded. To which is annexed The Stork; or the Herald
of Spring, a Poem … Printed [by Thomas Davison] for Rodwell
and Martin … London. 1821.
Small 8vo (184 × 111 mm), pp. vii, [1], 109, [3]; with a silhouette portrait
frontispiece (‘Goethe, at the Age of 23’); some light foxing, largely
confined to the margins; near-contemporary plum half calf, rubbed,
patterned cloth sides, spine decorated in gilt and blind.
£175
First edition, inscribed on the half-title ‘to Mrs Sherwood, RysomeGarth, from her very affectionate Brother, Major James Bell, EastYork Militia. Octr 2nd 1832’.
‘The Letters which I am about to lay before the public, form all together
but one small leaf in the history of literature; but it is a leaf which relates
to the leading era in the life of a man, whose fame as one of the first
poets of Germany has long been established. It relates also to a work
which has excited, and which continues to inspire, a more than ordinary
degree of interest in the bosoms of all ardent admirers of elegant
literature …’ (General Preface).
Carré, p. 34; Speck 999.

02. DONNER, Mrs Josef Alexander. Down the Danube in an
open Boat … London: James Blackwood & Co. … [1895].
8vo (182 × 123 mm), pp. 145, [1] + 14-page publisher’s catalogue; with a
line-block frontispiece and 7 plates (five line blocks, two relief halftones);
some spotting, small hole to p. 63, just touching a couple of letters;
original publisher’s cloth, lettered in gilt, decorated in black and red;
rubbed at extremities.
£200
First edition, inscribed ‘To dear Emily with the best love of the
Authoress. Vienna. June 27th 1895’ on the front free endpaper. ‘The
object of this little book is to bring before English and American travellers
the beauties of a river which has been, hitherto, very little known or
visited by them. The Danube is one of the loveliest rivers in Europe, and
deserves a visit from everyone coming to the Continent; its historical
interest surpasses that of the Rhine; its beauty is greater!’
Donner was the cousin of the theologian, Alfred Momerie (1848–1900),
to whom she dedicates her book.

03. EDLER, Karl Erdmann. Baldine and
other Tales … Translated from the
German by the Earl of Lytton … London:
Richard Bentley and Son, Publishers in
Ordinary to Her Majesty the Queen. 1886.
2 vols, 8vo (183 × 123 mm), pp. xliv, 289, [1];
[4], 291, [1]; titles printed in red and black;
complete with half-titles; contemporary French
green half morocco by Dodé, extremities
rubbed, a little darkened, top edge gilt,
marbled endpapers, flyleaves browned due to
paper stock.
£250
First edition in English, inscribed ‘To
Malcolm Morris with The Translator’s
Affectionate regards Lytton. Paris. 20.
December. 1889’ on the half-title to vol. I.
Edler (1844–1931) was Professor of Poetry, Mythology and Theatre
History at the Vienna Conservatoire. His ‘genius is psychological and
dramatic. All his works, whatever the form or the subject of them, are
dramas of the inner life. But … he works by synthesis, rather than by
analysis, and builds up his characters, instead of taking them to pieces.
In his style there is no flourish of the anatomist’s scalpel, in his work no
odour of the dissecting-room. His characters are alive, and we hear the
beating of their hearts … He has been justly praised as a colourist, but
he does not aim at startling spectacular effects, and the peculiar merit of
his colouring is in a subtle harmony between the pervading tone of the
picture and the central idea of its design. That idea, moreover, is always
beautiful, always graceful, and intellectually high-born. For Edler is not a
literary photographer, but an ideal artist …’ (Translator’s Preface).
Wolff 4236; Sadleir 1464; Morgan 1418.

TO A VISITING ENGLISH ARTIST

04. EVERILL, George. A Translation of Walhalla’s Inmates
described by Lewis the First, King of Bavaria; together with a
short Description of Walhalla, and a Plan of the interior
Arrangements … Munich. George Franz. 1845.

Tall 12mo (196 × 116 mm) in half-sheets, pp. xii, 217, [1]; with an etched
frontispiece and a large folding illustrative table at the end; title snagged
at head in the gutter, some light spotting, a little more so to the title;
original publisher’s quarter cloth, boards worn at extremities and a little
discoloured, spine decorated gilt, insect damage to the cloth at head and
tail; inscribed to ‘Edwd Sherrate Cole Esq. from his friend the
Translator’ on the front free endpaper.
£400
First edition in English of Walhalla’s Genossen (1842; second edition,
1847), dedicated by the translator to Prince Luitpold of Bavaria, son of
Ludwig I. ‘The following Volume is the Translation of a Work written by
His Majesty, the King of Bavaria, with the view of elucidating the lives
and peculiar merits of the great men who have been thought worthy of a
place in Walhalla. In performing this undertaking, the translator thinks
he has made what will be considered by the English visiting Bavaria, an
agreeable offering’ (Translator’s Preface).
This copy was presented by Everill to Edward Sherratt Cole (1817–
1905), a painter who ‘travelled in Europe, visiting Brittany, the Tyrol,
Antwerp, the rivers Mosel, Meuse and Rhine and the lakes of northern
Italy. His depictions of the monuments, houses and streets of the towns
he visited are highly detailed. He exhibited in London at the Royal
Academy between 1837 and 1868’ (Benezit).
Opened in 1842, Walhalla, which contains memorials to notable
Germans from history, is one of the most idiosyncratic expressions of
national identity in nineteenth-century
Europe—a temple to German-ness,
modelled on the Parthenon, built on a
spectacular site high above a
secluded stretch of the Danube east
of Regensburg, ‘where the Holy
Roman Empire had held its
parliaments, convening notables from
the whole of Germany and beyond.
Walhalla was to be a different kind of
German Parliament. The Holy
Roman Emperor had summoned
delegates: King Ludwig now
summoned the spirits of great
Germans from the past in one
stupendous assembly of
achievement’ (MacGregor, p. 156).
For a full account of Walhalla,
including its subsequent history

(plaques and busts are still added today), see Neil MacGregor,
Germany: Memories of a Nation (2014), ch. 9. Alternatively, you can
listen to his podcast here: https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b04k6rcg

PRESENTATION MANUSCRIPT

05. GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang von. Iphigenia in Tauris. A
Drama from the German … A new Translation … MDCCCL.
Manuscript on paper, 4to (222 × 180 mm), pp. [170]; executed in red and
black ink; contemporary red morocco gilt, now faded and rubbed. £1200
An attractive manuscript, dated
Sidmouth, 21 November 1850,
presented by the translator to Dr
William T. Radford. With the
later inscription, dated
1900/1901, ‘John E. Bennett
from his loving Mother in
remembrance of the last century
at the beginning of the new one.
A. R. B.’, on the front free
endpaper.
Anne Ramsden Bennett (1817–
1906) was the eldest child of David
Gladstone, a Liverpool merchant.
This appears to be her only
translation from German. She also
spoke Italian, and translated
Farini’s Lo stato romano in
collaboration with her cousin, the
future Prime Minster William
Gladstone, in the 1850s.
‘Iphigenie is considered Goethe’s first purely classical work, but it is
perhaps better described as a masterpiece of synthesis between pagan
and Christian, classical and modern, Ancient Greek and German.
Goethe referred to the play himself as “ganz verteufelt human”
[“diabolically humane”]’ (Bareikis 133).

PRIVATELY PRINTED

06. GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang von. Iphigenia in Tauris from
the German … with original Poems … Privately printed.
[Colophon: Baines and Herbert, Printers, Liverpool.] 1851.
12mo (185 × 110 mm) in half-sheets, pp.
[8], 200, [2]; leaves lightly toned; original
blind-stamped cloth, spine lettered gilt,
headcap chipped, spine and upper edge
of the boards darkened.
£250
First edition of this translation, inscribed
‘For Mrs B. Hodge with Mrs Bennett’s
kind regards’ on the half-title.
‘The drama of “Iphigenia in Tauris” is
generally considered as Goethe’s
masterpiece. It is styled, by his illustrious
countryman, Schlegel, an echo of Greek
song … As a proof of the high estimation
in which “Iphigenia in Tauris” is held by
the Germans, it may be mentioned that it
was performed at the Theatre of Weimar
on Goethe’s eightieth birthday, as the
highest tribute that could be offered to the
poet’s genius’ (Preface, dated Sidmouth,
17 October 1850).
Goedeke IV/III, 266, VII, d; Morgan 2911;
Oswald, p. 51; Speck 1574.

07. LINDSAY, Alexander William Crawford, 25th Earl of.
Ballads, Songs and Poems, translated from the German …
Wigan: Printed by C. S. Simms. 1841.
4to (312 × 248 mm), pp. x, [2], 157, [1]; a little dampstaining to the
endpapers and in the margins of the first and last few leaves; still a good
copy in later nineteenth-century blue half morocco, a little wear to the
edges; inscribed ‘To Miss Parker[?] from the Author’ on the half-title.
£400
First edition, privately printed, including lyrics by Goethe (‘The King in
Thule’, ‘The Fisher’, ‘The Erl-King’) and Schiller, though the majority are

by Uhland. However, ‘of primary instance … is the first item in the first
section: “The Hildebrand Lay” (“Das Hildenbrand-lied”). This is the first
verse rendition of the Old High German heroic ballad, however, as is
acknowledged, not from the original but from a “modernised” version’
(Philip Allison Shelley, A Select Assembly of Notable Books and
Manuscripts from the Allison-Shelley Collection of Anglica Americana
Germanica, Penn State exhibition catalogue, 1972, pp. 3–4).

‘No copy of this large quarto collection of English translations of German
poems is located except for this one … The dedication, apparently to a
relative, reads: “To Mrs James Lindsay, under whose roof, at whose
selection, and with whose kind assistance, these translations were
executed, they are now most affectionately inscribed …”’ (ibid.)
‘A poem, fresh from the heart and hand of its author, may be fancifully
compared, in spirit and form, to a little bird shut up in a golden cage; the
translator’s business is to catch the little bird and build another cage, as

nearly as possible after the self-same model, for its reception; too often
the little bird escapes during the process—but if he succeed in
transferring it to its new abode, and his friends see and hear it singing
within the bars, he has reason to congratulate himself—though the cage
be of iron’ (Preface).
The young book collector Lord Lindsay (1812–1880) writes his preface
from Lausanne, but the family home, Haigh Hall, which housed the great
Bibliotheca Lindesiana, was in Wigan, hence the imprint.
Carré, p. 153; Martin, p. 495; not found in Morgan or Speck.

A PERFORMER’S LIFE

08. REEVES, John Sims. My Jubilee or
Fifty Years of artistic Life … With six
Plates, and a Preface by Thomas Ward …
London The London Music Publishing
Company, Limited and Simpkin, Marshall &
Co., and Hamilton, Adams & Co. [1889].
8vo (218 × 137 mm), pp. viii, 280, [4]
advertisements; with a portrait frontispiece
(‘Printed by C. G. Röder, Leipzig’, a well-known
lithographic printer for music) and 6 plates;
occasional light spotting; original publisher’s
decorated cloth, upper cover and spine lettered
gilt; a little rubbed; inscribed ‘Yours faithfully J.
Sims Reeves 1890’ on the verso of the
frontispiece, to T. H. Peirce.
£150
First edition. Sims Reeves (1818–1900) was
one of the leading English tenors of the
nineteenth century. ‘He made his début at La
Scala in 1846 as Edgardo in Lucia di
Lammermoor [featured in one of the plates here,
opposite p. 74] and in 1847 he appeared as
Zamoro in Verdi’s Alzira. Returning to London in
December that year he sang Edgardo at Drury
Lane, where on 20 December 1847 he created
the role of Lyonnel in Balfe’s The Maid of
Honour. In February 1848 he sang Faust in the first performance in
England of Berlioz’s La damnation de Faust under the composer. From
1848 he sang at Her Majesty’s Theatre, first under Lumley’s and then

Mapleson’s managements. In 1851 he was briefly engaged at the
Théâtre Italien, Paris. In London he sang the title role in Faust in the
opera’s first performance in English in 1864, and Huon in the revival
of Oberon in 1866. In 1848 he appeared at the Norwich Festival and
sang in Handel’s Messiah at the Sacred Harmonic Society, and
thereafter he appeared regularly at the various choral festivals. He was
particularly admired in Handel oratorios and for his performance of the
Evangelist in Bach’s St Matthew Passion, which he sang under
Sterndale Bennett in 1862 … He made his formal farewell appearance
at the Royal Albert Hall in 1891, but reappeared in a concert in 1893,
and made a tour of South Africa in 1896 with his pupil Maud Richard,
whom he had married the previous year’ (New Grove).

09. RYPIŃSKI, Lieutenant Aleksander
Radwan. Three short Polish Poems on the
last War with Russia. Translated into English
by H[enry]. J[ohn]. Daniel, Esq. London,
Printed and published by the Author, 5,
Grove Place, Tottenham. 1856.
16mo (135 × 105 mm) in half-sheets, pp. 111, [1];
some light toning to the first two gatherings, the
odd ink correction in the text; original printed
wrappers, a little sunned, small chip to rear cover,
a couple of old paper repairs.
£300
Scarce first edition, this copy inscribed to the
author’s fellow émigrés, at the Polish School
in Paris, on the half-title. Rypiński (c.1821–1886)
had arrived in London in 1846. ‘Born around
1812 in what is now Belarus, Rypiński became a
devoted collector of Polish, Ukrainian, Belarusian
and Russian folk-songs. As well as writing his own poetry, in 1827 he
translated Pushkin’s Rusalka into Polish, one of the earliest translations
of Pushkin into any language. He took part in the 1831 Insurrection in
Lithuania and, after its collapse, made his way to France. He settled in
Paris, where he took an active part in émigré cultural and political life,
moving in circles close to the Polish national bard Adam Mickiewicz …
Once in London, unlike most of his fellow Polish printers and publishers,
who congregated in central areas around Bloomsbury …, Rypiński
settled in Tottenham, … [then] still a green and leafy village … [where]
there was a small community of Polish teachers’ (Zmroczek, pp. 247–8).

Rypiński set up his own press in Tottenham, the Drukarnia Polska
(‘Polish Press’), producing at least 25 titles: contemporary history,
poetry, memoirs, and political tracts. He also ran a bookshop from 5
Grove Place, selling émigré books and journals. ‘In a letter to a friend
he describes the hardship of his life in London, working as “an author,
compositor, corrector, editor, printer, binder and even bookseller – all
this in addition to my duties as a teacher. It was all too much for me
alone and thank God that it didn’t do for me altogether, though it
certainly exhausted all my funds”’ (op. cit., p. 250).
See Janet Zmroczek, ‘Poetry and polemics: the Polish book trade in
London, 1836–67’, Foreign-Language Printing in London 1500–1900
(British Library, 2002), pp. 241–254.
Not in Cat. Russica. WorldCat locates a sole copy outside Europe, at
Michigan.

10. TATTERSALL, William
Dechair. A Version of the
Psalms, originally written
by the late Reverend James
Merrick, A. M. Fellow of
Trinity College, Oxon.
Divided into Stanzas, and
adapted to the Purposes of
public or private
Devotion … London:
Printed in the Year
MDCCXCVII [1797].
4to (261 × 197 mm), pp. iv,
xcvi, 607, [1]; printed on thick
wove paper; smudge in the
lower corner of p. 425, else
some occasional light spotting
only; contemporary diced
russia, marbled endpapers, all
edges gilt, smooth spine
lettered and decorated gilt;
spine a little dry, with some
wear to the joints, headcap chipped; leather label of Granville Hastings
Wheler.
£400

First edition of a handsome privately-printed quarto, dedicated to the
King: part of the author’s attempt to reform, and improve, congregational
singing in England. This copy is inscribed ‘The Gift of the Revd W. D.
Tattersall to G. H. Wheler’ at the head of the title.
‘Tattersall [1752–1829] officiated as chaplain to Sir Francis Buller, and in
1803 was appointed a chaplain to George III. However, his most
durable contribution was musical, and consisted of new, more
accessible psalm settings, which effectively united music and worship in
the lives of the “lower orders”. This formed part of “an attempt to reform
English parish church music” (Holman), which Tattersall achieved by
introducing idioms of a dissenting nature into the Church of England. He
adapted the “refined and ‘poetic’ version of the psalms” by James
Merrick for the use of his own congregation and then published,
complete with preface, A version or paraphrase of the Psalms by J.
Merrick, adapted to the purposes of public or private devotion (1789), set
in three parts to new and existing melodies’ (Oxford DNB).
ESTC lists a total of 21 copies, eleven of them in Oxford alone but only
one (Emory) outside the British Isles.

11. TAUERSCHMIDT, Rev. Edward. Prince Albert’s Ancestry:
a brief historical Account of the Dukedom and ducal House of
Saxe-Coburg and Gotha … London: Black and Armstrong,
Foreign Booksellers to the Queen … J. Mitchell … 1840.

Large 12mo (198 × 124 mm) in half-sheets, pp. xii, 107, [1]; with a
stipple-engraved portrait frontispiece; uncut in the original publisher’s
cloth, boards decorated in blind and lettered gilt, a little sunned at
extremities, a couple of scratches to the sides.
£250
First edition, this copy inscribed ‘To William B. Parker with the
Author’s compliments’ on the front free endpaper. ‘The bulk of the
English nation is … of Saxon origin. Frequently have these two nations
in the course of time come in contact with each other; and even now a
Scion of the ancient principality of Saxony has landed on these shores to
become the consort of Britannia’s Queen Victoria’ (Preface).

12. UVAROV, Sergei Semenovich, Count. Esquisses
politiques et littéraires … avec un essai biographique et critique
par M. Léouzon Leduc. Paris Gide et Cie … 1848.
8vo (225 × 143 mm), pp. [4],
292, [4]; with an engraved
portrait frontispiece by
Bosselmann after Kaniewski;
some foxing throughout;
contemporary quarter calf,
green vellum tips, spine lightly
rubbed.
£200
First edition, with a long
biographical sketch (pp. [3]–
73). Inscribed by Leduc to
the duc de Luynes on the halftitle. Uvarov (1786–1855) was
a Russian statesman and
classical scholar.
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